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Study Objectives: To evaluate the diagnostic performance of D-dimer in acute Aortic Dissection (AD) in 
a population suspected of having the disease 
 
Methodology: Prospective multicenter study of 14 hospitals in Europe, US, and Japan 
 
 
 
 
Are the Results Valid? * 
Questions Comments 

A. Did clinicians face 
diagnostic uncertainty? 
 

Yes – Patients with symptoms whose DDx. included aortic 
dissection that was sufficient for the physician to order imaging 
in order to rule out aortic dissection (AD).    

B. Was there a blind 
comparison with an 
independent gold standard 
applied similarly to the 
treatment group and the 
control group?  

          (Confirmation bias) 

Unclear. The “gold standard” was not clearly defined other than 
stating “radiographically proven” (CT, TEE, MRI, angiography 
or autopsy?). There was no mention if the radiologist or 
pathologist were blinded to the d-dimer result.  

C. Did the results of the test 
being evaluated influence 
the decision to perform 
the reference standard? 
(Ascertainment Bias) 

No – every patient enrolled in the study received a D-dimer 
serum test and though not explicitly stated, CT/MRI imaging test 

What are the Results? * 
Questions Comments 

A. What reported likelihood 
ratios were associated with 
the range of possible test 
results? 

There were 220 subjects of which 87 had proven AD (40%) 
Of the 87 cases 61% male, 74% Type A, 26% Type B. 62% of the 
non-AD cases were 46 cases of MI, 37 angina, 5 PE and 45 
uncertain.   
 
LR for D-dimer cut off of 500ng/mL within 24h of sx onset: 
PLR:  

- All: 1.81 
- MI: 1.59 
- Angina 2.55 
- PE: 1.21 

 
NLR:  

- All: 0.07 



- MI: 0.09 
- Angina: 0.06 
- PE: 0.17 
- Other: 0.08 

 
Diagnostic performance using area under ROC curve in 24h time 
frame:  
 
Condition:   AUC           Sen            Spec                +LR      
anyway let’s try to move my shirt-  -LR 
All:              0.84            96.6 (90-99) 46.6 (38-55)    1.81      .07 
MI:              0.81            96.6              39.1 (25-55)    1.59      .09      
Angina:       0.93            96.6              62.2 (45-78)    2.55      .06 
PE:              0.65            96.6              20.0 (0.5-72)   1.21      .17 
Other:         0.82            96.6               44.4 (29-60)    1.74      .08 
 
Sub-analysis for type of AD (Type A or type B) showed no 
difference in Diagnostic performance using area under the ROC 
curve (Table II) 
 
Sub analysis with D-dimer cutoff of 500ng/mL within 6h of Sx 
onset (limited by low numbers): 
 
Diagnostic performance using area under curve within 6h: 

- All: 0.94 (n= 31) 
- MI: 0.96 (n = 9) 
- Angina: 0.94 (n = 14) 
- PE: 0.97 (n = 2) 
- Other: 0.88 (n = 6) 

 
NLR for D-dimer <500 within 6h = 0.07 for all (ranging 0.7 – 0.9 
for each alternative Dx).    [Table 4] 
 
PLR within 6h: 2.47 for all (ranging 1.91 – 2.87) 
 
 
D-dimer noted to be markedly higher in AD group within 1st 6h: 
PLR 12.8 (n = 31) 
 
 
No significant difference in false-lumen status with elevations in 
D-dimer.  
 
 

How can the Results Apply to Patient Care? * 
Questions 
 

Comments 

A. Will the 
reproducibility of the 

 
 



test result and its 
interpretation be 
satisfactory in my 
clinical setting? 
 

Yes – the data for D-dimer with cutoff of 500 within 1st 24h of sx 
onset is good data with excellent NLR and ROC curve.  
 
However, the date for 1st 6h of Sx onset are limited by low numbers, 
especially relating to the PLR of 12.8.  
 
 

B. Are the results 
applicable to patients 
in my clinical setting? 
 

 
Yes. D dimer is a good rule out test within the 1st 24h of sx onset, and 
with consistently high sensitivity and low NRL within the 1st 6h.  
 
We are a large center and relatively frequently have acute AD on our 
DDx. These data show that D-dimer, which is already a widely-used 
test in our institution, can serve to help risk stratify patients with 
concern for AD.  
 
However, further studies should be performed to evaluate patients 
with chest pain, not just clinical concern for AD, to help risk stratify 
the lower risk patients who may not need any follow-up imaging in 
the setting of a negative D-dimer.  
 
 
 

C. Will the results 
change my 
management 
strategy? 
 

 
Yes.  
 
I will not order a D-dimer on every CP patient because the inherent 
problems with D-dimer being falsely elevated (low specificity) for a 
multitude of reasons, but in the right situation with the right patient, I 
will use D-dimer < 500ng/mL to confidently rule out acute AD.  
 
 
 
 

D. Will patients be better 
off as a result of the 
test? 
 

It’s possible that more D-dimers will be ordered to patients suspected 
of acute AD, leading to more false negatives, and more CT imaging. 
However, in patients with negative D-dimers, it can possibly save 
them a CT and point the physician to an alternative diagnosis such as 
ACS.  
 
In hospitals that do not have CT imaging, and one is considering 
transfer for further w/u of AD, this test could save some patient 
transports, but likely all of these patients will need further 
cardiovascular work ups and require transport regardless given a 
clinical concern for AD.  

 



 
Limitations:  
 
1. Small sample size 
2. Did not specify exact imaging modalities. inclusion criteria = suspicion for AD, not CP.  
3. Non-blinded radiologists 
4. No mention of distributions of patient chief complaints 
 
 
 
Your Clinical Bottom Line: 
 
D-dimer is a good rule-out serum test for acute AD with an excellent NLR (0.07) and NPV (97.6) and 
good to excellent diagnostic performance within the 1st 24h of presentation, including very early in the 
course of the sx (1st 6h).  
 
If a d-dimer is elevated >500ng/mL, AD is not ruled out and a patient may require CTA chest. However, 
this elevation in D-dimer does not differentiate between a patient at high-risk for PE vs AD.  
 
One must be careful with ordering too many D-dimers and causing too many false positives, as a D-dimer 
>500ng/mL likely should be followed up with imaging tests. Combined with a validated decision aid 
(ADD-?) could improve diagnostic acumen and decrease unnecessary imaging.    
 
 
 


